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Editor’s Note

On the Horizon

T

HERE’S SO MUCH TURMOIL IN THIS WORLD, FROM THE DEVASTATING

challenges of Covid-19 to the heartbreaking civil unrest that began in the
United States and spread internationally. And while our editorial staff stays
true to our publication’s mission of inspiring you to travel, we know we have
a deeper responsibility.
We’ve long focused on the meaningful rewards of travel and its ability to break
down barriers and bring us together. As global citizens, we understand travel’s power
to remind us that there is more that unites us than divides us.
And yet, we can do better. As a magazine, we should celebrate not just the diversity
of the people and places we visit, but also the diversity of the people who are actually travelling – you. We always love to hear from our readers and, in the interest of
increasing the diversity depicted in our own pages, we’re actively looking for more
voices. From the people showcased in our pages to the writers and photographers we
send on assignments, as well as the types of articles and images we include, we will
strive for more equality moving forward.
FOR THE MOMENT, WE’RE GOING TO FIND JOY WHERE WE CAN – WHETHER IT’S

taking a trip or just looking ahead to a future one. While we can’t pronounce that
travel is back, we’re heartened that, at press time, brighter days are on the horizon,
as borders reopen and restrictions ease every day. Enjoy this issue for what it is: a
virtual escape, an invitation to plan your next trip, and a visual celebration of the
beautiful and diverse world that awaits.

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR &
VICE PRESIDENT, CONTENT
esrnka@virtuoso.com
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ADVERTISEMENT

NEW & NOTEWORTHY
HOTEL EXPERIENCES

Discover more than 1,400 top hotels and resorts around the world
where Virtuoso travellers enjoy these exclusive amenities:
ROOM UPGRADE, WHEN AVAILABLE • BREAKFAST DAILY FOR
TWO GUESTS PER BEDROOM • EARLY CHECK-IN AND LATE CHECKOUT,
WHEN AVAILABLE • COMPLIMENTARY WI-FI • VIRTUOSO AMENITY

RAA ATOLL, MALDIVES

NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK

PARIS, FRANCE

JOALI Maldives

The Towers at Lotte
New York Palace

Esprit Saint Germain

Immerse yourself in the joy
of living amid the crystal
waters and white-sand
beaches of the Maldives.

This Midtown Manhattan
jewel offers the ultimate
in luxury and privacy, with
sweeping skyline views.

Experience the feel of a
private Parisian residence at
your home away from home
on the Left Bank.

Linger over delicious international
fare in your choice of three restaurants,
and learn to cook local recipes in Her
Kitchen. Bask in tropical sunshine,
then retreat to your villa or residence
to cool off in your private infinityedge pool. Revitalise body and mind
with customised treatments in JOALI
Spa by ESPA.

Delight in spacious guest rooms
and suites with personalised service.
Savour a farmhouse breakfast in
Villard Restaurant, toast with cleverly
named cocktails at Trouble’s Trust,
and discover rare wines and spirits
at Rarities. Stay three nights or more
between 10 August 2020 and 4 April
2021, and enjoy every third night free.

Sip complimentary cocktails while
sitting in the Library Lounge or
beside the cosy living room fireplace.
Recently redesigned guest rooms
and suites feature the most modern
technology and amenities. Work
out in the fitness centre overlooking
the rooftops of Paris and the SaintGermain-des-Prés area.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: US$150-value
food and beverage credit per stay.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: US$100 hotel
credit per stay.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: Choice of red
or white wine in room on arrival, along
with a plate of assorted French cheeses.

PASSPORT

PLACES
TRENDS
CULTURE
& STYLE

Canopies woven from recycled
plastic bottles help Sarika blend
into its 55-hectare setting.

Summer Camp
Drawing inspiration from South Africa’s luxe safari tents, Amangiri has just opened Camp Sarika – North America’s only year-round
camp of its kind – in the Utah desert. A 30-minute hike (or five-minute drive) from the main resort complex, the ten one- and twobedroom tents range from 175 to 262 square metres, with private living and dining areas, heated plunge pools, terraces, firepits, and
telescopes for stargazing. Guests can hike and bike on Sarika’s 16 kilometres of trails, go canyoneering and horseback riding, climb
the via ferrata route, or hop a helicopter for a flight over Glen Canyon en route to sunrise yoga on Tower Butte. While accommodations
include access to the pool, expansive spa, and restaurants at 34-suite Amangiri, Sarika’s pool, Jacuzzi, spa suites, and indoor-outdoor
restaurant mean families and outdoorists can check in and leave the rest of the world behind.

PASSPORT IS REPORTED BY: Elaine Glusac and Bethanne Patrick
J U LY | AU G U ST 2 0 2 0
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Passport
ART & CULTURE

Art in Bloom

Three new French museums to put on your list.

In Paris’ thirteenth arrondissement,
designer Agnès Troublé (aka Agnès b.),
a lifelong contemporary-art collector,
recently opened La Fab. The space
includes a gallery with rotating exhibitions of her more than 5,000 artworks,
an exhibition space, and a bookstore in
an apartment building for low-income
families. Place Jean-Michel Basquiat;
la-fab.com.





This spring, the twelfth-century

Royal Abbey of Fontevraud debuts
the Museum of Modern Art at
Fontevraud. The Loire Valley’s latest
museum highlights Martine and Léon
Cligman’s collection, with works by
Toulouse-Lautrec, Corot, and Degas,
and, in the monastery’s former stables,
sculptures by Rodin and his contemporaries. 49590 Fontevraud-l’Abbaye.
 Housed in a WWII submarine base,
Bordeaux’s Bassins de Lumières

recently opened as the world’s largest
digital-art space. Four reflective, water-filled basins have been converted
into theatres for digital art projected
over the 15,000-square-metre interior.
Running through 3 January 2021, its
two main exhibitions feature works
by playful German abstractionist Paul
Klee and the gilded images of Viennese
secessionist Gustav Klimt set to music.
Impasse Brown de Colstoun; bassinslumieres.com.

(LA FAB) REBECCA FANUELE, LA FAB/COLLECTION AGNÈS B., (GUSTAV KLIMT) CULTURESPACES – NUIT DE CHINE/
AKG-IMAGES, AKG-IMAGES/ERICH LESSING, HERITAGE IMAGES/FINE ART IMAGES/AKG-IMAGES

Clockwise from left: La Fab’s exterior and part of the exhibition La hardiesse dans la collection
(“Boldness in the collection”), and a Gustav Klimt projection at Bassins de Lumières.
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TRAVEL INTELLIGENCE

FUTURE-FOCUSSED

Virtuoso travel-agency executives on the (sometimes literal)
road ahead.

A Hand Up
Put down the Purell
and reach for these
lightly scented,
hydrating sanitisers.

Milk + Honey Hand
Purifier, No. 08
milkandhoney.com.
WHAT’S YOUR ADVICE FOR TRAVELLERS NOW?

“Get a head start on 2021 planning: Many hotels and resorts are only releasing a
certain per cent of their rooms, and tours will cater to smaller groups.”
– Scott Largay
“Now’s the time to start planning safaris. Our Africa bookings are already strong
for 2021 and even 2022.” – Grace DeVita

“Given generous cancellation policies,
travellers can now make very long-lead,
flexible plans that have little or
no financial risk.”
– Ken Neibaur

WHERE WILL WE BE TRAVELLING FIRST?

“Outdoor-centric resorts and residential-style accommodations. Lesser-developed destinations will be slowest to come back – easy access to modern health
care when travelling will be a more important factor than before.” – K. N.

Jao Refresher
jaobrand.com

“Domestic escapes – but as soon as
a vaccine is a reality, pent-up demand
will mean a major uptick for
international destinations.”

SANIKA/GETTY IMAGES

– Tony Adler

“The ‘first olive out of the jar’ will be driving holidays within a few hours of home;
national parks will be big, with their wide-open spaces for social distancing.
There’s a real opportunity for some new experiences with luxury car rentals and
caravans. And we’re not talking Cousin Eddie pulling up to the Griswolds’
house in National Lampoon’s Christmas Vacation – these are finely appointed
mobile hotel suites.” – S. L.

Touchland Power Mist
touchland.com

J U LY | AU G U ST 2 0 2 0
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BOOKS

CARRY-ON
COMPANIONS
 ONLY THE RIVER BY ANNE RAEFF (Counter-

point) Anne Raeff has a gift for depicting
how disasters ravage groups – whether
friends, families, or even nations.
Her latest novel focuses on Austrian
refugees, first in Nicaragua, then New
York. While awaiting a visit from her
daughter, 85-year-old ailing widow Pepa
reminisces about her long-ago affair with
a boy named Guillermo that will affect
her family decades later. Nicaragua’s
tumultuous, war-torn history repeatedly
upends their lives, with tragedy recalling
earlier tragedy – especially when Pepa’s
son insists on joining the Sandinistas.
However, the adjustments also bring
them great joy: The tiny jungle town of El
Castillo, where Pepa’s parents settled,
remains a comfort long after she leaves
it behind.

BY EMMA STRAUB (Riverhead Books)
The Strick family matriarch, widowed
Astrid, lives in Clapham, New York, in
a part of the Hudson Valley now trendy
among Manhattan creatives looking for
a more bucolic way of life. There she
witnesses a school-bus accident that
shakes her so much she reassesses
her parenting decisions years earlier –
and decides to tell her three adult
children about her ongoing relationship
with her hairdresser, Birdie. Between
Emma Straub’s plot twists and her
delightfully befuddled characters, who
include an artisanal goat-cheese maker
and a one-hit Hollywood wonder, this is
one of the year’s sunniest, most enjoyable reads.

14
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 HEROES

 RED DRESS IN BLACK AND WHITE

BY STEPHEN FRY (Chronicle Books)
British actor, comedian, documentarian,
and author Stephen Fry dedicates this second volume of his series about the great
world myths to “all the heroes we never
heard of. Perhaps you are one.” His versions of Greek heroic literature owe much
to his deep reading of the originals, but
these aren’t your decorous Edith Hamilton
Greek myths. They’re cheeky and witty,
and, above all, they bring the larger-thanlife figures back to human scale – as if Fry
had channelled Monty Python. Reading
Heroes might not turn you into one, but it’ll
likely make you ponder how to bring a bit of
heroism into everyday life.

BY ELLIOT ACKERMAN (Knopf )
An Iraq and Afghanistan war veteran,
Elliot Ackerman writes about Americans and overseas conflicts with a
deep understanding of the tensions
that exist. His latest novel centres
around American expat Catherine,
married to Murat, a Turkish real estate
developer in Istanbul. After years of
marriage, she seeks a divorce to return
home with their young son. Murat objects, turning to an American diplomat
friend to help block her exit, a tactic
that pulls everyone deeper into the
webs of power and corruption bubbling
beneath Turkey’s surface.

(PHOTOGRAPHY) CHRIS PLAVIDAL, (STYLING) PENNY PLAVIDAL
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Bon Voyage

Next at Sea
Three new ships set to change the way we see the world.

From top: The Galápagos,
home of the Silver Origin;
Crystal Endeavor; and
Seven Seas Splendor.

Silversea is on track to introduce the new Silver Origin to the
Galápagos this year. When the pandemic struck, the 100-passenger vessel was still under construction in the Netherlands. Though
the De Hoop shipyard offered employees the option to go home,
nearly 200 stayed, developed new work protocols – such as a
strict social-distancing and one-way movement system throughout the ship – and completed construction without a single coronavirus case. The all-suite, all-balcony vessel will debut in the Galápagos with seven-day sailings between Baltra and San Cristóbal,
a full expedition staff, and butler service for every stateroom.

Crystal Cruises’ first expedition yacht, the 200-passenger
Crystal Endeavor, is primed to conquer the icy Arctic and Antarctic
waters – as well as other far-flung destinations – with 18 Zodiacs,
two helicopters, and a seven-person submersible. Travellers will be
able to fuel up for adventures at six onboard restaurants, including
chef Nobu Matsuhisa’s Umi Uma & Sushi Bar.

A $7.2 million art collection (yes, that’s a Miró in the Prime 7
steakhouse) fills the decks of Regent Seven Seas Cruises’ new
750-passenger Seven Seas Splendor. The ship claims a couple
of firsts, from Captain Serena Melani, the first woman to helm
an ocean cruise ship on its inaugural voyage, to the more than
371-square-metre Regent Suite, which has the first in-suite spa of
any cruise line. Reserve a spot in the Culinary Arts Kitchen, where
classes complement the cuisines in ports of call. On Caribbean
sailings, for instance, passengers learn to make use of indigenous
ingredients such as mammy apples on Saint Kitts and flying fish on
Saint John.

ADVISOR INSIGHT

River Returns
The Viking Kari
on the Seine.
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“River cruises are likely to return first, having ships with less
than 200 guests that can easily implement social-distancing
changes, such as ensuring restaurants are at or below 50 per
cent capacity. We’re seeing the more exclusive or smaller-ship
experiences booking up much further out – up to two years
ahead. Travellers should expect health questionnaires prior to
boarding, socially distanced embarkation processes, temperature checks, and luggage sanitisation prior to it being delivered
to staterooms. For peace of mind, most cruise lines are now
offering flexible booking policies that allow guests to cancel or
postpone their voyage, right up until 48 hours prior to departure
in many cases.” – Samuel Spencer, Virtuoso travel agency executive

Suite Talk

On the Horizon
Hot hotel openings to look forward to.
 NOVEMBER 2020: The 105-villa
One&Only Mandarina, on a pristine
stretch of Mexico’s Pacific coast less
than an hour from Puerto Vallarta, postponed its opening due to the pandemic
and is now set for its debut.

EARLY 2021: The Langham, Boston,
in the former Federal Reserve Bank in



the city’s Financial District, closed last
year for a total rehaul and will reopen
with a new club-level lounge and lighter,
brighter finishes in its 312 rooms.
 APRIL 2021: When Italy locked down,
Rocco Forte’s new Villa Igiea in Sicily
moved its opening date – all the better
to perfect the finishing touches on the

100-room art nouveau palazzo
in Palermo.
DATE TO BE ANNOUNCED, 2021: The
43-storey Atlantis, The Royal Dubai will
feature 795 rooms, a wellness centre with
a yoga lawn, the world’s largest jellyfish
tank, and 90 swimming pools – including
the 22nd-storey, infinity-edge Skypool.



Clockwise from top left: An Ocean Cliff Villa at One&Only Mandarina; The Langham, Boston; Atlantis, The Royal Dubai; and Villa Igiea.

BRING
THE HOTEL
HOME
Fun finds from
favourite Italian
hideaways.

Le Sirenuse Positano x Ancient
Greek Sandals Niki Onda,
ancient-greek-sandals.com.

Il Pellicano 10h22 scarf,
issimoissimo.com.
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In My Bag
I DON’T LEAVE HOME WITHOUT:

1.

7. An Emilio Pucci print-

2.

8. Eberjey’s Gisele

The Paravel Aviator
Carry-on Plus is superstylish, and I love that
it incorporates sustainable and recycled materials, including plastic
water bottles.
I love the texture
of Supergoop! SPF 40
Unseen Sunscreen.

3. Veja V-10 sneakers
are fashionable enough
that I can sport them
through the airport and
around town.

4.

Beyond Yoga’s
Spacedye leggings and
cropped tank are supersoft and flattering. I try
to maintain my workout
routine on holiday.

5.

Trish McEvoy Correct & Even concealer and
Vertly CBD-infused Peppermint Stick lip butter.

ed triangle bikini – I’ve
been collecting fun Pucciprint bikinis for ages. You
never know when you
might want to hit the hotel
pool or sauna.

Short PJ set is made of
the softest stretch jersey
and fits perfectly.

9. A D. Porthault Trot-

ter cosmetics bag. I’ve
been using this same
style since university. It
holds absolutely everything, and I love the sweet
floral design.

10. I always pack

Dear Annabelle notecards to write notes on
the road or send with a
gift that I pick up along
the way.

6.

A Byredo travel
candle in Bohemia scent
to make the hotel room
feel and smell like home.

My Travel Essentials

2.

9.

Stationery designer Marcie Pantzer always writes home.
PORTRAIT BY BALL & ALBANESE

W

ITH HER HUSBAND AND
four children in tow, the
New York City-based,
43-year-old founder and
creative director of Dear Annabelle stationery has soaked up the sun on Mallorca, sailed in the Aeolian Islands, and
explored New Zealand’s Milford Sound.
She gathers inspiration (and stationery)
as she goes and advocates for snail mail.
“People love and appreciate mail from
faraway places. Most hotels have chic
(sometimes kitschy) stationery and

18
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postcards in the rooms, so it’s easy to
write a short note,” she says. When the
pandemic waylaid her trips to Greece
and France, Virtuoso travel advisor Eric
Grayson leaped into action, cancelling
international flights and reservations
at six separate hotels. “Eric was really
our advocate, reaching out to the hotels
to ensure that we were able to secure
refunds,” she says. “We look forward to
having him rebook several of our trips
soon.” In the meantime, Pantzer’s family
is aiming for closer-to-home getaways.

10.

Leisure at its best.
Made even better.
Enjoy a complimentary third night when you book a room by October 31, 2020
for stays through December 29, 2020. Simply reserve your five-star getaway
with a Virtuoso Travel Advisor and you’ll be relaxing poolside in no time.

Style & Design

At the Royal Mansour:
Traditional tilework
(left) and a garden.

Garden Party
From Morocco to New Zealand, these leafy
hotel hideaways bring the green space.
BY SAMANTHA FALEWÉE
20
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the western pocket of Marrakech’s medina, within walking distance of the city’s historic
Jemaa el-Fna market square, a quiet garden blooms with the fragrance of gardenias, citrus, and tropical jessamine. A
gnarled olive tree shades poolside lounge
chairs. Out of sight, a hoopoe bird trills.
The Royal Mansour hotel lays claim
to five enclosed hectares of paradise
and, within that, 53 riads (traditional
guesthouses) and green space aplenty.
Hotel gardens have always exerted a
quiet pull – to start, there’s usually a
terrace for cocktails nearby. Right now,
though, their calming green vistas and
the chance to connect with nature carry extra appeal.

(CITRUS TREES) SAMANTHA FALEWÉE

B

EHIND PINK CLAY WALLS IN

Milford Sound,
New Zealand

THE BEAUTY OF
OUR OWN BACKYARD

Wellington,
New Zealand

ADVERTISEMENT

You don’t have to go far to get away. If you’ve been eager to return to our region’s wild landscapes,
colourful cities, and ancient cultures, join Silversea’s flagship Silver Muse for close-to-home all-inclusive
voyages throughout Australia, New Zealand, and the South Pacific. All with fewer than 600 fellow guests
and every luxury imaginable.
Breeze through embarkation on the way to your butler-serviced, ocean-view suite. Feast on authentic Italian, Asian fusion, and
classic favourites in your choice of eight onboard dining venues, or relax with complimentary, 24-hour in-suite dining. Partake in
as much relaxation or exhilaration as you please; on Silver Muse, luxury has no limits.
From tranquil sunrise strolls around the sports deck to cooking demonstrations in the Venetian Lounge, Silver Muse’s
attentive staff ensures you have everything you need, and then some. Start your day with a steaming cappuccino thoughtfully
prepared by your barista at the Arts Café. Treat yourself to a rejuvenating hot stone massage or acupuncture session in the
elegant Zagara Spa, and soak in the glamour and grandeur of the Venetian Lounge during an evening of live theatre, music,
and first-run films.
Your butler can even arrange an in-suite cocktail party for those evenings you’d rather enjoy free-flowing Champagne and
pinot noir from the comfort of your private veranda.

SILVERSEA’S ALL-INCLUSIVE LIFESTYLE
• Spacious, ocean-view suites
• Butler service in every suite
• Personalised service – nearly
one crew member for every guest
• Included beverages in suite and
throughout the ship, including
Champagne, select wines, and beers

• Eight restaurants, diverse
cuisine, and open-seating dining
• Complimentary 24-hour in-suite
dining service
• Onboard entertainment and
enrichment programmes
• Onboard gratuities and Wi-Fi
always included

With voyages that depart from nearby ports like Sydney
and Auckland, it’s easier than ever to start planning your
next holiday. Whether you’re tempted by the dramatic
waterfalls and breathtaking views of Milford and Doubtful
sounds in Fiordland National Park, the sugary-white
beaches and juicy mangoes of Lautoka, or the urban vibe
of Melbourne, with its award-winning restaurants and art
galleries, only Silversea lets you travel in a way that’s far
from ordinary, yet so close to home.

Kaikoura,
New Zealand

Silver Muse in
Sydney, Australia

Napier,
New Zealand

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND
Silver Muse • 16 Days • 20 December 2020

Sydney, Australia • Melbourne, Australia • Burnie, Australia • Cruising Milford Sound • Cruising
Doubtful Sound • Cruising Dusky Sound • Dunedin, New Zealand • Akaroa, New Zealand • Kaikoura,
New Zealand • Wellington, New Zealand • Gisborne, New Zealand • Tauranga, New Zealand •
Auckland, New Zealand overnight

Vista Suite fares from $12,240

Veranda Suite fares from $15,030
Silver Suite fares from $23,220

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND
Silver Muse • 28 Days • 5 January 2021

Auckland, New Zealand • Napier, New Zealand • Picton, New Zealand • Kaikoura, New Zealand •
Lyttleton, New Zealand • Dunedin, New Zealand • Stewart Island, New Zealand • Cruising Doubtful
Sound • Cruising Milford Sound • Melbourne, Australia overnight • Sydney, Australia • Isle of Pines,
New Caledonia • Nouméa, New Caledonia • Lenakel, Vanuatu • Luganville, Vanuatu • Port Vila, Vanuatu •
Lautoka, Fiji • Dravuni, Fiji • Bay of Islands, New Zealand • Auckland, New Zealand
All fares are per person, in Australian dollars.

Vista Suite fares from $15,600

Veranda Suite fares from $19,600
Silver Suite fares from $32,600

DISCOVER LOCAL TREASURES WITH SILVERSEA

Every aspect of your time on board and ashore is designed
to be time well spent – and completely stress-free.
Imagine snorkelling along the Great Barrier Reef on a
private excursion, away from the crowds. Learning the
history and traditions of Maori culture on a guided tour
of the Wai-o-Tapu Thermal Valley. Sailing on an authentic
America’s Cup yacht with an expert crew in the Hauraki Gulf.
Sampling Melanesian specialities such as coconut crab
and New Caledonian prawns with friendly villagers.

Style & Design

A Royal Mansour courtyard.

“A garden should have a sense
of a relationship between time, colour,
volume, scent, and sound.”
In the same city that’s home to Yves
Saint Laurent’s revered Jardin Majorelle, the Royal Mansour, opened in
2010, is owned by the Moroccan royal
family. Some 1,500 artisans built the
royal-commissioned hotel and gardens,
from the arched cedarwood doorways
and hand-laid zellige tiles to the brick
pathways. In the three-storey riads,
white-gloved attendants welcome privacy-seeking guests who swim in rooftop
plunge pools and take breakfast in their
enclosed courtyards.
The hotel complex is a good place to
hide away – traditional Moroccan garden design values creating respite from
the bustle of daily life. “Every garden
belongs to its location’s culture and history,” says Spanish landscape architect
Luis Vallejo, who designed the Royal
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Mansour’s grounds. “Within the medina, with its dense and winding spaces,
we strove to achieve an extraordinary
space for the hotel guests.” Vallejo’s
green thumb has touched projects from
private estates in Morocco, Spain, Israel,
and the Middle East to the Santander
Group’s massive Madrid headquarters.
He brought the Royal Mansour
grounds to life with inspiration from
Moroccan agrarian terrain, traditional Arabic courtyards, and Andalusian garden culture. Here, the surroundings engage all five senses – and
that, of course, is by design. “A garden
should have a sense of a relationship between time, colour, volume, scent, and
sound,” Vallejo says.
Walkways skirt 400-year-old olive
trees and splashing fountains, pass the

hotel’s spa, and lead to breakfasts of fruit
juice, cinnamon-dusted orange slices,
and almond-and-argan-oil butter at La
Table. Meandering the grounds, guests
can spy at least seven citrus species, including tangerine, calamondin, kumquat, bitter orange, and grapefruit.
Travellers love the hotel and grounds
for their hand-designed craftsmanship
and horticulture – not to mention the
gracious staff and two Michelin-starred
chefs – but a deeper allure comes into
play amid the stillness of date palm and
fiddlewood trees. “The Royal Mansour
estate is meant to be an oasis, literally
and figuratively,” Vallejo says. Above all,
it’s a place to rest – and dream. “A garden
should always encourage the visitor’s
imagination,” he adds.
Royal Mansour is in good company
with these six other hotels where lush
landscapes draw travellers outside.

PEAK VICTORIAN
In September, the fields of Otahuna
Lodge explode with yellow daffodils. The seven-suite estate outside

regular lodger here) during alfresco picnics on the grounds.

REGAL IN RAJASTHAN
The 71-room Oberoi Rajvilas, Jaipur sits like a castle in the centre of 13
hectares of walled foliage, complete
with “moats” featuring floating lilies and lotus plants. The collection of
reflection pools, fountains, climbing
bougainvillea, golden rain trees, and
desert palms seems worlds away from
Jaipur’s city centre, just eight kilometres west. Weddings – as well as meditation and yoga sessions – take place in
an eighteenth-century Shiva temple.

TUSCANY IN THE CITY

A Hotel Bel-Air resident and (below)
the Della Gherardesca garden at Four
Seasons Hotel Firenze.

Building a four-hectare garden in the
middle of Florence required equal measures of skill and creativity. To create
grassy mounds reminiscent of the hills
of Chianti’s countryside, the creators
of the 116-room Four Seasons Hotel
Firenze brought in stones from Florentine walls dating to the 1860s. Other
highlights: the Italian, grotto-style Conventino space, filled with flowers, and
the larger, English-style Della Gherardesca plot of holm oaks, giant cedars, and
weeping beech trees.

FARMER FOR A DAY
Set in the Oxfordshire countryside, the
Belmond Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons
offers botany classes through its Raymond Blanc Gardening School, the
namesake of the 32-room hotel’s renowned French chef. Warm-weather
activities include exploring the grounds
to identify (and taste) edible flowers and
microgreens, learning about the history
of apples from Royal Horticultural Society experts, and lunching at the Hartley
Botanic greenhouse. Daily tours of the
estate’s 11 plots showcase orchards and a
“mushroom valley.”
Christchurch on New Zealand’s South
Island has a 125-year-old park with a
great lawn, a Dutch garden filled with
the bouquet of lemonwood and viburnum, and a potager orchard that’s
home to hazelnut trees and five species
of pumpkin.

FLORA GOES GLAM
At the 103-room Hotel Bel-Air, jet-set

travellers (and resident swans Chloe,
Athena, Odette, and Hercules) preen
amid five garden hectares. Set in the
hills above L.A. just a mile from Beverly
Hills, this Spanish-colonial-style retreat
brings guests outside with an iconic oval
swimming pool, 483 species of trees,
the swans’ lake, and rooms with French
doors that open to patios. Guests can
practise their best Grace Kelly (once a

WILD AT WILL
At the 53-room Saxon Hotel, Villas &
Spa, set in the calm Johannesburg suburb of Sandhurst, an expansive infinity
pool and a low-rolling, manicured lawn
greet guests. The tiled terrace (next to
the koi pond) beckons with sundowners accented by mint and other leafy
flourishes from the hotel’s herb and
vegetable nursery.
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Greater Good

Shanti Kohli
Managing director, Amber Tours

In 1972, Avi Kohli and the former maharaja of Jaipur, Sawai Bhawani Singh,
founded Amber Tours with the aim of
moving away from cookie-cutter monument jaunts and giving travellers access
to an authentic, inclusive experience
of India. Today, Avi’s family – including
daughter Shanti and son Naveen – honours his legacy and works with Virtuoso
advisors to create custom trips in India,
Tibet, Bhutan, Nepal, and other surrounding countries for their clients.
A handmade kani
shawl from India’s
Kashmir Valley.

Where We’re Going
Three industry veterans on travel’s changing
landscape and why sustainability is more crucial
now than ever.
INTERVIEWS BY EVAN UPCHURCH
26
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EVERY SCHOOL BREAK AS A CHILD,

spent time in the jungle and mountains
and on the rivers of north India and
Bhutan. In the 1980s, my father started
white-water rafting on the Ganges. For
him, it was always imperative that we
leave no trace. We were taught from a
very early age never to harm nature and
to eat only what was in season. Today,
those values remain with me.
At Amber Tours, we believe every little
act counts. We source handicrafts that
are made ethically and organically and
where the proceeds are going back to the
craftspeople or community. All our pillow gifts, welcome bags, and marketing

THE LUXURY
OF CHOICE
Indulge in the freedom to choose from the world’s finest luxury brands.
With an incomparable vision, unsurpassed service standards and unique
destinations in over 60 countries, discover a collection like no other.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to learn more or explore our portfolio.

THE ST. REGIS BORA BORA RESORT

©2020 MARRIOTT INTERNATIONAL, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. MARRIOTT BONVOY™ AND ALL OTHER NAMES, MARKS AND LOGOS ARE THE TRADEMARKS
OF MARRIOTT INTERNATIONAL, INC., OR ITS AFFILIATES, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

Brett Tollman
Daily drive at Xigera Safari Lodge.

materials are handmade in India, directly supporting local weavers and artisans. Our uniforms are handmade from
sustainable fabrics. We’ve upgraded
our vehicles to meet the latest pollution
standards. Our snacks are sourced from
local growers. Finally, we always make
a point of sharing lists of local weavers
and craftspeople with our clients, and
arrange visits to them upon request.
While India, like many countries,
struggles with pollution, overpopulation, and other environmental and societal issues, its ancient culture can serve
as an important lesson to us all. Our
Vedas, ancient scriptures written 4,000
years ago, explain how one should live
with nature. When we share them with
our guests, it’s magical to see how they
embrace these small, sustainable rituals: bathing with a bucket of water versus a shower, using natural oils such as
almond and jasmine instead of creams
full of chemicals, lighting an oil lamp in
the morning and evening to clear the air
in your home, practising yoga, meditating, caring about what you eat and put in
your body.
I believe that the lessons people learn
during this pandemic will have an impact on how they view travel. Hopefully,
travellers will be more sensitive to cultures and nature. It’s already become
clear that a few weeks of being boarded
up can lead to brilliant recovery in the
natural world. I believe that sustainability, in varying degrees, will be a cornerstone of luxury travel.
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CEO, The Travel Corporation,
and founder and director, The
TreadRight Foundation

The family-owned Travel Corporation
is celebrating its 100th anniversary this
year with 42 hospitality brands, including Red Carnation Hotels, Uniworld,
and Luxury Gold, under its umbrella.
Brett Tollman has made it his mission to
promote travel as a force for good. The
company’s TreadRight Foundation has
supported more than 55 sustainabletourism projects in 26 countries.

I WAS BORN IN SOUTH AFRICA AND

raised around wildlife, so conservation
and the protection of endangered species have always been important to me.
Growing up, my parents taught me to respect others, treat people with dignity,
and be grateful for what we have.
For tourism to truly benefit a community, members of that community must
be involved in the decisions that affect
them – this includes being at the table
when issues of travel and tourism planning are being addressed. At The Travel
Corporation, we rely on local suppliers
and have many long-standing relationships with them. In Egypt, Italy, Greece,
and across Africa, we’ve been working
with the same family-run experts for
generations. They know their communities, and we value that knowledge. This is
where our strength lies – in our partners.
Luxury Gold’s offerings are curated
by our chairman: my father, Stanley
Tollman. During a 12-day tour of Italy,
for example, travellers can meet Marta
Cucchia, who runs the Museo-Laboratorio Giuditta Brozzetti weaving co-op
in Perugia, founded by her great-grand-

mother to help local women during
World Wars I and II.
In October, Red Carnation’s Xigera
Safari Lodge will open in the heart
of Botswana’s Okavango Delta. Its 12
suites will be 100 per cent solar powered, water will be supplied by reverse
osmosis, and the lodge will work closely with the Botswana Department of
Wildlife and National Parks to ensure
the protection of the areas we traverse,
which includes supporting a local leopard project.
The responsibility for sustainability lies with both the travel and tourism industry and the travelling public.
Companies must embrace the UN’s 17
Sustainable Development Goals, take
necessary steps to reduce their carbon
footprint, and stop relying on singleuse plastics. Travellers need to expect
and ask more of travel companies. We
all must realise that we need tourism,
by definition, to mean sustainability –
that’s really at the heart of transforming our industry.
The Covid-19 crisis is a wake-up call:
After seeing how our planet has reacted to the minimised pollution, travellers may realise how key their role is in
protecting it. I hope we also wake up
to the idea (if we haven’t already) that
travel is more meaningful when shared
with our friends and family. May we
all be more enlightened, more tolerant
and patient, and may we tread lighter
upon this beautiful, fragile planet we
all call home.

Florence exploration done right.

(FLORENCE) DARIORACANE/GETTY IMAGES

Greater Good

Luca Perfetto
Cofounder and CEO, Florencetown

Fifteen-year-old Florencetown – led by
Luca Perfetto, Urbano Brini, and Patrizio
Montevecchi – works with Virtuoso
advisors to craft custom experiences
for travellers in Florence and Tuscany,
while staying true to its original mission:
to preserve Italian culture by creating
unforgettable memories.

WITH TOURISM, WE’VE PASSED THE

phase where sustainability only means
eco-friendly and organic. Now, our

most important concern is protecting
the local essence of destinations. Every aspect must be taken into account –
artisans, traditions, gastronomy, natural elements.
The absence of regulations has allowed too many people to visit small
city centres, such as Venice and Florence, at once, which has transformed
many travel experiences into less authentic and less enjoyable ones. I’m not
criticising mass tourism. I’m not criticising cruise ships or large tour groups.
I’m criticising the absence of effective
policies regarding the issues that they
cause. And now, we as tour operators
are asking for changes to be made.
As never before, changing the paradigm of overtourism is necessary. The
government could set quotas for the
number of group visits in a destination per day while leaving spaces for
independent travellers. Another idea
is to create a system of dynamic ticketing for groups visiting city centres.
This solution would not only enhance
everyone’s overall experience, but
also direct the influx to more shoul-

AD XXXXX

der or low-season times. The result is
to spread the same number of tourists over a wider period of time, which
would positively affect tourists and the
local environment.
Florencetown was one of the first
travel companies to believe that visitors should see the surroundings of
crowded cities and not just the centres,
and we’ve been providing alternatives
to major attractions, from cooking
classes to Vespa tours of the countryside. Of course, those classic stops are
important, but there are other ways to
discover tradition and culture. From
a hiking tour in Chianti to a cooking
course, we believe that any tour that
places you right in the middle of our
culture is sustainable. Creating lasting
memories for our travellers will help
protect our culture in the future.
It’s time to change. We have to be
aware that a new equilibrium is needed. We must begin to respect nature,
our cities, our friends, our families,
and ourselves much more. We should
treat this world with white gloves, and
it will treat us right too.

Discover

a magnificent ski-in, ski-out resort nestled in
the heart of the Colorado Rocky Mountains.

If BLEED, make it fit and center in
the DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed
Book with your Virtuoso travel advisor and
with bleed on all sides for enjoy
balance
these exclusive amenities:
when imported. • US$100 resort credit per stay

• Breakfast daily for two guests per bedroom

If NON-BLEED, make it fit and cen• Room upgrade on arrival, if available
tered in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.

• Early check-in and late checkout, if available
• Complimentary Wi-Fi
There are NO FOLIOS

for 1/2-page ad pages.

First Person

Walking the Walk
Travel is wherever your feet take you.

T
T

HIRTEEN THOUSAND KILO-

metres is a long way to go for
a stroll in the woods. Some
might even call it a deterrent.
My trip from Los Angeles to Australia
stretched across seven time zones (and
two and a half seasons of Friends), but
I didn’t officially arrive until my hiking boots started gathering dust in the
coastal hills of Tasmania.
Walking is more than a way of getting
somewhere for me – in that case, from
trailhead to tent camp to a gorgeous eco-
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lodge in the remote Bay of Fires. It’s the
shortest route to everything I go great
distances to experience: connection,
exertion, sensation, stimulation, immersion. On an airplane, you fall for the
illusion that the world is a small, navigable place. Leave New York on a snowy
December’s eve and you can be in Rio in
time for a summer downpour by lunch.
But on foot, you see life at its true scale.
One centimetre equals one centimetre. You feel yourself moving along the
curves and crannies of the map.

That slow plodding can be humbling.
A couple of years ago, I hiked an ancient
pilgrimage route from Kyoto to Tokyo.
It was springtime and my first visit to
Japan, and I falsely assumed the country’s main island would be compact and
relatively quick to traverse. But the walk
took nearly ten days on paths that shot
straight up into the mountains. (We
were told that the early emperors believed squiggly switchback trails were
for wimps.) Here’s a small fraction of
what I saw by not taking the bullet train

GETTY IMAGES

BY DAVID HOCHMAN

along that UNESCO World Heritage
route: more than 30 varieties of cherry
blossoms, an 834-step stairway to one
of Japan’s highest waterfalls, a country
guesthouse operated by the same family for 400 years, and some of the cutest
backyard Shiba Inu watchdogs on earth.
Much of our time (even as travellers) is
spent hunched over devices or otherwise
blunted from the natural world in cars or
on trains or in terminals of some kind.
But walking shakes you out of all that, especially in unfamiliar destinations. You
really have to watch your step as you meander through Rome or Oaxaca or Hong
Kong (“Look right! Look right!”), and
that forces you to notice the tiny in-between spaces. Salon workers on a snack
break in an alleyway. An artist painting
water lilies in the park. A balcony cat
gazing at you as you make sense of a new
place. I’m more present when I walk; I
observe more keenly, and that makes my
travel memories more indelible.
In 2012, I had the great fortune of going to Antarctica on assignment for
this magazine. Crossing the legendary
Drake Passage aboard the National Geographic Explorer and sailing along the
islands and inlets of the Antarctic Peninsula took a few days. Those sculptural,
mint-blue icebergs dotted with Adélie
and gentoo penguins were some of the
most remarkable sights I’ve ever encountered. But it wasn’t until they let us
off the ship to touch foot on terra firma
that the magnitude of the adventure set
in. Something about the pumping of the
heart and the engagement of the muscles
(and, OK, the real fear of slipping off into
the Southern Ocean) transformed the
experience from a mere cruise into an
expedition. We were explorers, pushing
forward with our own agency and hoofing power. Even in those ridiculous shipissued moon boots, the movement from
heel to toe on continental bedrock felt
like an achievement. It felt like freedom.
Henry David Thoreau, the greatest
ambler of all, once wrote in his journal,
“Methinks that the moment my legs
begin to move, my thoughts begin to
flow,” and there’s now science to back
that. Moving the legs improves memory,
clears the mind of the cobwebs of age,
builds the bonds between brain cells,
and sparks creativity.
For the walker, there’s also something akin to a mileage rewards pro-

I’m still walking now,
with my eyes
on future travels,
even as my feet
stay closer to home.

gramme. After returning to the U.S.
from that journey across Japan, I got
up the next morning in Los Angeles
and headed off into the Santa Monica
Mountains. Usually I’ll hike for an hour,
but that day I couldn’t stop. Partly it
was jet lag, but it also somehow kept
the trip itself alive – albeit with eucalyptus trees standing in for bamboo. The scenes from the adventure
played back in my mind like a YouTube
compilation reel, and other walks started filtering in. Exactly one month after
9/11, my wife and I did a daylong circuit
almost all the way around Manhattan,
discovering as we went that the city’s
spirit was still intact. There was the jubilant beach walk on Martha’s Vineyard
a few years later when we let go of our

toddler’s tiny hands and watched him
take his first solo steps. When he was
10, the three of us walked so long during Sweden’s Midsummer celebration
that we saw the midnight sun begin to
set at 2 AM .
I’m still walking now, with my eyes
on future travels, even as my feet stay
closer to home. My family and I have
used our forced grounding during the
coronavirus pandemic as a chance to
rack up miles on our digital step counters and to brainstorm the big walks
we’ll do when we can: Cinque Terre and
Tuscany, maybe. Machu Picchu, definitely. A walking safari? Easter Island?
Everest Base Camp?
As my wife likes to remind me, “One
step at a time.”
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Essential Australia

Outback and
On-Water Adventures
Wine Country Musts

+

Favourite hotels
and resorts
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ADVERTISING SECTION

Welcome

AUSTRALIA
IS WAITING

A

ustralia. It’s a place you would
travel across the world to see if it
wasn’t your own backyard. So, in

a way, the silver lining to the extraordinary
events of 2020 is that you don’t have to.
Australia is right here waiting for you. We
encourage you all to be curious; get out and
explore what’s on your doorstep, continue
to travel, and in doing so support Australian
tourism. There’s so much Australia can offer
close to home, and so many outstanding
experiences inspired by modern and ancient
cultures to be had. Your Virtuoso travel advisor is ready to peel back the layers of our
great southern land and help you discover
what’s sure to become some of the most
memorable moments you’ve ever had. Take
this time to daydream about reconnecting
with the important things in life, here, at
home. This incredible country’s spectacular
landscapes, rich biodiversity, knowledgeable guides, outstanding food and wine, and
warm and friendly people are all ready and

(COVER) NICHOLAS KAVO/TOURISM AUSTRALIA

waiting to welcome you with open arms.

ADVERTISING SECTION

Wine Country

Australia
Uncorked

Wine lovers behold! Australian vineyards have been growing
more than grapes recently with exciting new wineland escapes
and behind-the-scenes experiences ready for your tasting.

Picnicking in the Boranup Karri
Forest and (opposite) McLaren Vale’s
d’Arenberg Wine Cube.

MARGARET RIVER
Tucked into Western Australia’s southwest corner, Margaret River spoils visitors with
surf and sand, fabulous food (the Western Australia Gourmet Escape attracts wine
lovers and gastronomes each November), and buttery, rich chardonnay. Three days
on the Margaret River Wine Trail highlight some of the region’s best, with tastings at
Vasse Felix, Leeuwin Estate, and Voyager Estate. In the southern part of the region,
the Boranup Karri Forest draws visitors with towering karri trees that can grow up to
60 meters tall, lookout points over Hamelin Bay, and ideal picnic spots.

ADVERTISING SECTION

DON’T MISS
Each year,
the Western Australia Gourmet Escape
showcases iconic
wine, craft beer, and
local produce. Two
perennial-favourite
events: the beach
barbecue and Gnarabup
Beach’s sunset tasting
with live music.

(FOREST) CHRIS SEARL, (CUBE) D’ARENBERG WINERY

PERTH

DON’T MISS
You’ll spot
winemaker
Chester Osborn’s
avant-garde glass
cube a mile away,
looming over
d’Arenberg winery’s
acres of mourvèdre
vines. Spend the
day exploring its
sensory room, virtual fermenter, contemporary artwork
displays, and tasting bar, all paired
with views that
stretch for miles
over the McLaren
Vale landscape.
ADELAIDE

BAROSSA VALLEY
Sheltered beaches, windswept bluffs, and rich soils
make South Australia a
one-stop shop for outdoorsloving travellers. The best bit:
Its most exciting wine region,
Barossa Valley, is just a onehour drive from Adelaide.
In Barossa, head to some of
Australia’s oldest estates,
such as Jacob’s Creek and
Henschke, and keep an eye
out for local-chef-turnedAussie-celebrity Maggie Beer,
who runs the Farm Shop
restaurant and food store.
Plan to bring home cabernet
sauvignon, grenache, and
shiraz, and drink your birthyear vintage tawny port at
Seppeltsfield Wines.

ADELAIDE HILLS
Just outside the city lie the
Adelaide Hills and the Basket
Range, a hub for young and
experimental natural winemakers who use wild yeast
and skin-contact fermentation to add texture and distinct flavours. (If that sounds
like your scene, try Ochota
Barrels.) There are established greats too: Try a tour,
tasting, and lunch at Penfolds
Magill Estate or linger at Lane
Vineyard’s Chef’s Table lunch.

MCLAREN VALE
Farther south along the coast, McLaren Vale vintners produce
classic Australian reds and show their Italian roots with crisp
white varietals brought from the old country, such as fiano
and vermentino. Check the calendar for Oliver’s Taranga
Vineyards’ porchetta parties, tour Wirra Wirra’s biodynamic
vineyards, or plan a visit to d’Arenberg’s arty Wine Cube, which
explores wine’s effects on our senses.

ADVERTISING SECTION

Wine Country

Tasting at Montalto Winery.

PINOT COAST
Victoria’s Pinot Coast along the Southern Ocean is known for cool-climate
pinot noir vineyards, rugged coastline, and windswept beaches. Stretching
some 460 miles, from the Bellarine and Mornington peninsulas to the eastern
Gippsland region, this route lays claim to more than 145 wineries and tasting
rooms. Top picks include Montalto winery, where guests can pair tastings with
private picnics or tours of the sculpture garden, and Cannibal Creek Vineyard,
a boutique producer that touts handpicked grapes and traditional French
winemaking methods.
Save time to visit gin, rum, and whiskey distilleries along the Pinot Coast,
as well as craft breweries, cideries, orchards, berry farms, and olive groves.
Day-trip from Melbourne, or use the Jackalope Hotel as home base (be sure to
stop by the design-driven cocktail bar).

ADVERTISING SECTION

DON’T MISS At the
Moonlit Sanctuary
Wildlife Conservation Park, travellers can learn
about native wildlife, see
penguins on Phillip Island,
tour Wilson’s Promontory
National Park on an amphibious vessel, or head inland to
explore the lush rainforests
and hiking trails.

Lunch at Tinklers Wines and
(below) barrel tasting with
Brokenwood winemaker
Stuart Hordern.

SYDNEY

(MONTALTO) ROBYN LEA/ VISIT VICTORIA, (TINKLERS WINE) JESSE SMITH, (BROKENWOOD) MYLES PRITCHARD

MELBOURNE

HUNTER VALLEY
New South Wales’ Hunter Valley is the birthplace of Australian wine country, where the warm, mild climate nurtures
some of Australia’s pre-eminent vineyards, such as Brokenwood Wines, Mount Pleasant Wines, and Tulloch Wines.
This is the region for bold shiraz and complex, age-worthy
sémillon – both of which
evolve beautifully in the
cellar. Visit the celebrated Tyrrell’s Wines
for a tour of their centuryold Sacred Sites plot or
Audrey Wilkinson for
behind-the-scenes
barrel tastings.

DON’T MISS Hunter Valley also attracts visitors year-round as an
entertainment hub. Musicians from Shania Twain to Florence and the
Machine light up stages in the area each summer, while many Sydneysiders
decamp here for long weekends on its golf courses and at its spas.
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Outdoor Adventure: The Great Barrier Reef

Water World
Snorkelling and diving on the world’s
largest coral ecosystem can help
preserve its beauty for generations
to come.

From left: The Daintree Rainforest,
Heart Reef, and snorkelling on
the Great Barrier Reef.

ADVERTISING SECTION

Stretching 2,300 kilometres along
Queensland’s coast, the Great Barrier
Reef comprises some 2,900 individual
reefs, 300 coral cays, and 600 continental islands – home to more than
1,625 fish species and 600-plus types
of coral. In fact, it’s the largest living
thing on Earth. As natural wonders
go, the reef’s sheer size and scope
can make it challenging to decide
where to start exploring. Don’t make
the mistake of thinking its individual
islands and reefs are interchangeable.
Here’s a primer on where to start and
what to expect.
The unspoiled beaches around
northern Queensland’s Cape York
Peninsula send a siren call to intrepid
adventurers. Base yourself in coastal
Cooktown and venture out onto the
reef to snorkel or scuba dive, or keep
your feet dry on a glass-bottom boat
tour. Anglers from around the world
come to the peninsula to cast for
black marlin on the outer reef, trevally and bonefish on the flats, and
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barramundi in the sheltered estuaries.
Farther south, Cairns and Port
Douglas offer myriad reef experiences, from overnight cruises to
semi-submersible tours. Expect
roughly two-hour boat rides from
both towns to reach prime sites.
Stash the mask and fins for guided
hikes and river tours in the lush
Daintree Rainforest (the world’s oldest rainforest) for the chance to see
crocodiles and rare cassowaries, brilliantly coloured cousins of emus.
With roughly 300 days of
sunshine a year, Townsville marks
the midway point of the Great Barrier Reef’s span, the jumping-off
site for renowned shipwreck diving
and fishing expeditions. The town’s
historic Federation architecture and
easy pace belie its upscale dining
scene and galleries. It’s also home to
the world’s largest living coral reef

aquarium. Horseback riding excursions take advantage of the area’s
wide beaches, and at nearby spots
such as Magnetic Island, koala sightings are all but guaranteed.
For some of the reef’s most
scenic and acclaimed beaches, visit
the Whitsunday Islands – especially
Hamilton and Hayman islands. Charter yachts provide the ultimate way
to explore the 74-island archipelago;
day cruises set sail from Hamilton
Island or the mainland town of Airlie
Beach. Don’t miss Whitehaven Beach,
one of the most beautiful beaches in
the world, thanks to its sand, which is
98 per cent pure white silica.
Hidden islands and laid-back
coastal towns such as Bargara pepper the reef’s less-touristed southern
section. At Mon Repos, watch but
don’t disturb the robust local populations of green sea turtles, flatback
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turtles, and endangered loggerhead
turtles. On Lady Musgrave Island, a
coral cay with some 1,200 hectares
of healthy reef, turtle hatchlings
scurry down the beach from January through May. Lady Elliot Island is
known for its giant manta rays, with
wingspans that can reach more than
six metres across.
North to south, the reef delivers
aquatic adventures of a lifetime, but
go in the know: An increase in coastal
development, coral-destroying species such as crown of thorns starfish,
and coral-bleaching episodes – a
direct result of climate change – have
placed the reef in a state of serious
vulnerability. Virtuoso travel advisors
can ensure you explore the region
with guides and tour operators who
approach the reef and its inland regions responsibly so that your travel
makes a positive impact.

Outdoor Adventure: Northern Territory

Uluru and (below)
Kakadu’s Gunlom falls.

Sacred Centre
Deep in the heart of the
Australian continent, fiery
red domes are living history.
To get to Uluru-Kata Tjuta
National Park, most travellers
fly into the small town of Alice
Springs and embark on a fourhour drive. The country’s vastness is powerfully evident here:
Darwin is a 20-hour drive from
the park. Uluru is the main attraction, but there’s more to it
than great sunrise and sunset
photo opportunities. Visit May
through September for mild
temperatures and limited rains.

Explore five national parks and diverse wide-open expanses.
The Northern Territory has a reputation for remoteness, which it more than
lives up to with a handful of sprawling national parks. Nature lovers head to the
19,800-square-kilometre Kakadu National Park, home to a third of Australia’s
bird species and plentiful saltwater crocodiles, often pairing it with a day of
canoeing the Nitmiluk Gorge farther south. While wildlife is a main draw there,
it’s the park’s Aboriginal cave and rock paintings, dating back more than 40,000
years to prehistoric hunter-gatherers, that earned it a UNESCO World Heritage
listing. Travellers with limited time can get a taste of Kakadu on day trips from
Darwin, but they should plan for multiday expeditions to experience its true
glory, from bandicoots and water buffalo to the rocky Jim Jim and lush Gunlom
waterfalls that roar during the wet season. Here’s a primer on the continent’s
largest national park.

ESSENTIAL DETAILS
Kakadu’s headquarters, Bowali Visitor Centre, is a two- to three-hour
drive from Darwin. The park is open
year-round, but more of its roads are
drivable (and more swimming holes
are open) during the dry season. Note:
Although Kakadu has crocodilemanagement zones where rangers
trap and remove the reptiles, read
signs before swimming.
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GO: Wake

before sunrise to
watch daylight illuminate
Uluru, a 550-million-year-old
sandstone promontory some
350 metres high that the
Aboriginal Anangu consider
sacred. Spend the rest of the
day exploring the park (visitors
can hike, ride bikes and camels
through the landscape, or try
tandem skydiving). Designated
sunset-viewing areas show Uluru
at its most dramatic evening
silhouette – stay 15 minutes
after the sun disappears to
watch the colour deepen.

LUNCH SPOT: Stop by the park’s
Cultural Centre and Aboriginalowned Ininti Café, which the
Anangu helped design and
have managed for more than
two decades.

(ULURU) VLADIMIR HALTAKOV/UNSPLASH

Go Big in the
Northern Territory

Outdoor Adventure: The Kimberley

The Kimberley’s Kingdom
Big-time fun in Australia’s northwest corner.

(MITCHELL FALLS) JANELLE LUGGE/GETTY IMAGES, (BUNGLE BUNGLE AND ROWLEY SHOALS) TOURISM WESTERN AUSTRALIA,
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The vast, sparsely populated Kimberley in Western Australia encompasses
everything from horizontal tidal waterfalls and savanna grasslands to gorges,
cave systems, rain forests, and uncrowded beaches. Rich biodiversity makes
it a boon for spotting some of the country’s most iconic creatures (some
parts of the region are so remote, new species are still being discovered).
Below, four ways to get the most from the region.
TAKE TO THE RIVER
Keep an eye (and a line) out
for barramundi in Mitchell River
National Park. Canoeists and
kayakers can paddle in lagoons
to spot the more than 300 bird
species that live here, among
them brolgas (aka Australian
cranes), laughing kookaburras, parrots, sulphur-crested
cockatoos, and jabirus, Australia’s only stork, which are
easily distinguishable thanks
to their colour-blocked black,
red, and white plumage. One
of the world’s most fearsome
apex predators, the saltwater
crocodile, also patrols the park’s
waterways, along with its freshwater cousin; river cruises allow
visitors to admire their prehistoric grandeur safely.

Kangaroos are scarce, but
travellers will likely see three
types of wallabies, as well as
wallaroos, marsupials known
locally as “euros.”

GO ON SAVANNA SAFARIS
In Purnululu National Park, the
Bungle Bungle Range’s dramatically hewn golden-orange
and black striped sandstone
cones tower over semiarid
grasslands (from the air, they
look like giant beehives traced
across the earth). On guided
walks and safari-style drives,
stay on the lookout for the rare
Gouldian finch, a brightly hued
bird found only in the Kimberley and the Northern Territory,
and the stripe-faced dunnart,
a small nocturnal mammal.
Echidnas also reside here;
along with the platypus, these
spiky anteaters are the planet’s
only egg-laying mammals.

SURGE SIDEWAYS
For a pulse-quickening adventure, don’t miss the Horizontal
Falls, a massive force of nature
located in the Buccaneer Archipelago’s Talbot Bay, where tides
squeeze through two coastal
gorges to form churning rapids.
During high tides, nearly 1 million litres of water rush through
the gaps every second. While
it’s a magnificent sight from a
seaplane, the wildest way to
experience this phenomenon
is by boat. In the calmer parts
of the northern Talbot Bay,
visitors can search for tawny
nurse sharks, crocodiles, giant
sea turtles, and shy dugongs, a
relative of manatees.

SWIM WITH GIANTS
Head to the Dampier Peninsula’s
coast for the chance to swim
with humpback whales, giant
turtles, and Australian snubfin
dolphins, recognised as a new
species in 2005. (The Great
Kimberley Marine Park is also an
important breeding ground for
thousands of humpback whales.)
Rowley Shoals Marine Park, 300
kilometres west of the Kimberley’s gateway city, Broome, is
a scuba hot spot for its more
than 200 varieties of coral and
roughly 700 fish species.
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Top to bottom: Mitchell Falls,
the Bungle Bungle Range,
Rowley Shoals, and Talbot
Bay’s Horizontal Falls.

Outdoor Adventure: Tasmania

Freycinet National Park has some
of Australia’s most iconic hikes.

Wild About Tasmania
No one does the great outdoors quite
like Tasmania. Currently, farm cooking
schools and restaurants are hot, highlighting the island’s crayfish, truffles,
oysters, and Cape Grim beef. Guided
Aboriginal experiences welcome travellers with storytelling passed down
through generations. Thrill-seekers
can go white-water rafting and
abseiling or mountain bike on trails
that draw pro riders from around
the world, while nature lovers can
take multiday hut-to-hut treks or fish
streams that hosted last year’s World
Fly Fishing Championships. Here, the
best in nourishment and nature.
WALK THE WALK
Tasmania has more than 2,800 kilometres of well-managed trails, including
coastal hikes along secluded bays in
Freycinet National Park, walks to Maria
Island’s ghost town and its fossilfilled cliffs (and wombats), and Cradle
Mountain’s iconic six-day Overland
Track. Of special note: the Bay of Fires

on the northeast coast, home to the
indigenous Palawa, who lead multiday
hikes in a landscape that’s essentially
their cultural museum. During these
hikes, the Aboriginal guides can explain
smoking ceremonies and how to use
traditional clapsticks, and share tastes
of regional dishes that feature muttonbird, wallaby, and scallops.
LET IT FLY
Tasmania’s cool, clear streams nurture
one of the planet’s healthiest populations of wild brown trout. Fishing favourites include Tasmania’s Central Plateau,
East Coast Highlands, the Derwent Valley west of Hobart, the Meander Valley,
and remote rainforest rivers. (Flyfishers from 23 countries turned up at
the 2019 World Fly Fishing Championships in Tasmania.) Keep an eye out
for rare platypuses, which make their
homes in the area’s rivers and streams.
GONE COASTAL
The tempestuous southeast coast
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provides dramatic views of crashing
waves from Maria Island (a national
park with no cars allowed), Tasman
Island, or farther south off Bruny Island.
Travellers can rent a boat to explore
sea cliffs of Jurassic dolomite, deep-sea
caves, blowholes, and other formidable
rock formations that are home to Australian fur seals, sea eagles with nests
the size of small cars, whales, and albatross. Tasmania’s vibrant city, Hobart,
sits along this coastline, too.
HOW THE WEST WAS WON
The small town of Strahan is a base
for exploring Tasmania’s remote west
coast. Surrounded by national parks
and inhabited by farmers and fishermen, Strahan offers fresh seafood,
local wines, steam-train rides, and
access to see the southern lights. A
few highlights: Sarah Island for convict
history, Bonnet Island for fairy penguins, the Henty Dunes for sandboarding, and Kutikina Cave, an Aboriginal
archaeological site.
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Under big skies, the island state earns a devoted following for
locavore dining and outdoor pursuits.

Where to Stay

lights for nighttime dips), play tennis
and billiards, fish, and sail Hobie Cats.
Indonesian furnishings and artwork fill
its 11 bedrooms, which are scattered
between the Island House and three
private villas. Dine on fresh seafood and
local organic produce at the Lounge
restaurant; request a picnic on a secluded beach on the North Shore.

Picnicking on Lizard Island.

Great Escapes
Six favourite properties, from eco-lodges and wellness
retreats to get-away-from-it-all resorts.

New South Wales

EMIRATES ONE&ONLY
WOLGAN VALLEY
National parks surround this 40-room
eco-resort, set on a 2,800-hectare
carbon-neutral conservation and wildlife reserve. Guests can explore the
bush with field guides, from walkabout
tours to horseback riding, then return to
their villa’s private pool or sip complimentary local beer and wine on the
veranda. Kids in the Wolgan Rangers
programme can practise archery or set
out on fossil hunts.
GAIA RETREAT & SPA
Perched on the highest point of Byron
Bay’s hinterland, co-owner Olivia
Newton-John’s healthy-lifestyle haven
offers 25 bungalows, suites, and villas
in subtropical gardens. Spa therapies
take centre stage here, complemented
with fresh organic cuisine, morning
yoga, and “sensory heightening”

activities. For aspiring pop queens: The
two-bedroom Komala Luxe villa comes
with two fireplaces, a large outdoor
cabana, and a private heated pool.

Queensland

LIZARD ISLAND
Australia’s northernmost island resort
sits 200 kilometres north of Cairns
within a national park on the Great
Barrier Reef. Surrounded by private
beaches, the 40-room eco-lodge welcomes divers back from reef outings
with ocean-facing plunge pools, glassbottomed sea kayaks, guided walks
by resident naturalists, and a minibar
stocked daily.
MAKEPEACE ISLAND
Richard Branson’s all-inclusive retreat
on Queensland’s Sunshine Coast occupies a private 10-hectare island in Noosa,
where guests can swim laps in the
central lagoon pool (it’s lined by runway
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QUALIA, GREAT
BARRIER REEF
Secluded on Hamilton Island’s northernmost tip in the heart of the Whitsundays, this 60-room resort offers
unfettered access to the Great Barrier
Reef via kayak, catamaran, and snorkel –
as well as golf at the 18-hole Hamilton Island Golf Club on neighbouring
Dent Island. The must-do experience:
a scenic helicopter flight over Whitehaven Beach, Hill Inlet, and Heart Reef
that lands on a Heart Island pontoon
helipad for a private afternoon at one
of the reef’s most scenic lagoons.

Northern Territory

LONGITUDE 131°
Discover Australia’s spiritual heartland
from this Outback oasis, where 16
luxe tents provide sunset and sunrise
views. Guests can set out on guided
tours to discover the UNESCO World
Heritage-listed wilderness of UluruKata Tjuta National Park and connect
with ancient Aboriginal stories, or
head to the spa for treatments inspired by traditional healing practices.

Victoria

JACKALOPE HOTEL
About an hour’s drive south from Melbourne on the Mornington Peninsula,
the boldly offbeat Jackalope welcomes
guests with 45 monochromatic rooms
with Japanese deep soaking tubs and
a 30-metre infinity pool overlooking 11
hectares of rolling vineyard. A collection of modern artworks fills the estate
and guest rooms, while the original
1876 homestead stands resurrected as
the clubby Flaggerdoot bar.
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Close to home
or far-flung:
There’s a private
stay for every
type of travel.
BY LISA WOGAN

A

Dominican Republic
distancing at Eden
Roc Cap Cana.

S WE DUST OFF OUR SUITCASES AND

venture back into the
world, there’s a certain
peace of mind to be found
from settling into a private villa.
Villas have always rocked the
perks with 24/7 butlers, pantries
stocked with local goodies, and
concierges who know how to pull
the right strings for a meaningful experience. But seen through
the lens of present-day reality,
they’re also private sanctuaries, a
trip in a secure bubble. “A private
villa rental is a great way to have
your next holiday with minimal
social interaction, but still have
an enjoyable getaway and muchneeded escape,” says Virtuoso
travel advisor Carl Henderson.
“Work with your travel advisor to
have the villa concierge prestock
your favourite food and drinks so
you’re ready to settle in and enjoy
as soon as you arrive.”
Advisor Leanne Sheard notes
that they’re a great option for
families: “Escaping to a villa or
private residence allows travellers to experience destinations
while providing space and seclusion for the whole family to
reconnect and recharge.” Here,
picks for villa life near and far.
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HOME
ON THE
RANGE

TRUE WEST New Mexico

Bison, elk, mule deer, pumas, and bears
are at home in the grasslands and pine
forests around Ladder, a Ted Turner
Reserve, on 635 square kilometres of
New Mexico wilderness. Four Rio Grande
tributaries burble through the ranch,
which includes a four-bedroom house
Turner built for his family. Guests choose
from activities such as horseback riding,
photography tours, and wildlife safaris
that focus on ranch conservation efforts,
such as bringing back the endangered
Bolson tortoise. A private chef creates bespoke menus with ingredients from local
farms, served in unparalleled settings –
the big house among them, with a blaze
roaring in its stone fireplace.

UNDER THE BIG SKY Montana

Unleash your inner cowpoke at The Resort at Paws Up, a 15,000-hectare working
cattle ranch in Montana’s Blackfoot Valley. Fly-fish with an expert guide, float over
Glacier National Park in a hot-air balloon, or watch a horse whisperer calm a rescued
mustang before settling into one of 28 lodge-style homes.

Annandale’s Seascape villa
and (above) ranch living at
Ladder Ranch House.

DESIGN WITHIN REACH New Zealand

Situated on a working sheep and cattle farm on the Banks Peninsula, an hour-plus drive from Christchurch, New Zealand,
Annandale has five villas (two with pools) ranging in style from a lovingly restored five-bedroom homestead to a jaw-dropping
glass-and-stone one-bedroom, built into a hillside on a secluded inlet.
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RELAX, RENEW, REPEAT Mexico

Healthy living is always in full bloom in the gardens of Rancho La Puerta in Tecate, Mexico, at
the foot of Mount Kuchumaa. Mountain hikes, salsa classes, aerial yoga, and organic farm-to-table
meals are just a few of the reasons so many first-timers return. This year, the property unveiled
two new spa tents offering a 90-minute treatment that draws from ancient Mexican ceremonies.
The 86-casita, 1,620-hectare property includes three private villas with wood-beamed ceilings and
hand-painted tile work, saltwater plunge pools, hammocks, and outdoor showers.

WELLNESS
RETREATS

EARTHY SERENITY Australia

Not far from the mainland’s easternmost point, the 18-room Gaia
Retreat & Spa, set in the verdant
hills of the Byron Bay hinterland,
exudes tranquillity. Three one-bedroom villas (and one two-bedroom
villa, new last year) with private
decks, daybed cabanas, and saltwater plunge pools offer a touch more
seclusion and extra space for private
spa treatments.

DESERT CURE Arizona

Hit reset among the Sonoran
Desert’s saguaro and mesquite at
the 174-room Canyon Ranch Wellness Resort, a Tucson institution
that has been setting the spa-holiday
bar for four decades. New this year:
The Reserve, which includes four
one-bedroom suites set among
waterfalls and a stream, a communal
firepit, and views of the Santa Catalina Mountains.

Super soaker: An alfresco
bath at Gaia Retreat & Spa.
Right: Canyon Ranch mindfulness.
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PRIVATEISLAND
ESCAPES

A kava bearer
at Dolphin Island
and (right) Royal
Belize seclusion.

EASY DIVER Belize

On a three-hectare cay dotted
with palm and hibiscus trees,
Royal Belize is a great jumping-off point for seeing the
manta rays and trumpet fish
of the country’s extraordinary
barrier reef. Three tropicalchic villas, a roomy bunkhouse,
and an open-air palapa await
for the exclusive use of 10 to
16 people.
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SOUTH PACIFIC UNPLUGGED

Fiji
Six-hectare Dolphin Island
is home to four elegantly appointed wood bures. Life on
this private island in the Fijian
archipelago is unhurried and
unforgettable. (That goes
double for a night spent in the
open-air hilltop bure, lit only by
lanterns and candles.) By day,
guests take dips in the infinity pool, lounge on outdoor
daybeds, snorkel among coral
reefs, and visit nearby islands
via paddleboard or sea kayak.
At night, they dine on a lovo
feast cooked on hot stones in
an underground oven and accompanied by traditional song
and dance performances.

HAMMOCK TIME

Mozambique
There are more giant baobab
trees than people on Azura
Quilalea, a private coral island
in a protected marine sanctuary off the coast of Mozambique. Eighteen guests max
stay in nine thatch-roofed villas, including a clifftop retreat
with a private plunge pool and
stepladder access to a secluded
alcove that’s a beach at low tide.

INDONESIA IN FOCUS Bali

Perched on a limestone cliff
overlooking Bali’s Bukit
Peninsula, the 65 minimalist,
one- to three-bedroom villas
of Alila Villas Uluwatu have
private saltwater pools, cabanas,
and butlers who’ll set up local
experiences. Watch a kecak
dance performance at a clifftop
temple; ride the country’s famed
waves with a surf coach; learn
traditional Balinese dance;
or visit the R.O.L.E. Foundation, which provides housing,
education, and health care for
orphans. One more positive:
Serious eco-friendly principles
are at work here, in the form of
sustainable and recycled building materials, water-conserving
rain gardens, and wildlifefriendly vegetation.

Serenity at Alila on Bali
and (below) villa time at
Paradise Beach Nevis.

BEACH
GETAWAYS

BY THE SEA Turkey

In the sun-soaked Turkish city on
the Aegean Sea, the Mandarin
Oriental, Bodrum is home to 13
villas. Revel in well-appointed solitude with private pools, alfresco
dining areas, and – at the Alisya
Villa – private beach access.

CARIBBEAN BOUND Nevis

While Nevis, in the Leeward Islands chain, may be best known
as the birthplace of Alexander
Hamilton, Paradise Beach
Nevis connects travellers to the
laid-back isle’s more indulgent
claims to fame. From its 13
villas and beach houses with
private pools, guests discover
black-sand beaches, volcanic hot
springs, 400-kilogram leatherback turtles, and folk culture.
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PIEDSÀ-TERRE

Townhouse life in Manhattan and (below) a private
Parisian retreat.

WEST SIDE STORIES New York City

Villas of Distinction’s 650-square-metre, six-storey Midtown West Luxury Townhouse, with a private garden and
landscaped roof deck, gives guests a deluxe launchpad for exploring the city, from the High Line to the Whitney Museum
of American Art.

BEAU MONDE Paris

Live like a well-heeled local at Maison
Privée, a garden-ensconced, fivebedroom home in Paris’ Latin Quarter.
Dating to the French Revolution and
improved by smart updates, the Luxury
Retreats home serves as an elegant
base of operations. Birdsong and church
bells provide a morning soundtrack
to a breakfast of café au lait and fresh
pastries next to the heated backyard
pool. Nearby: the market street of rue
Mouffetard, bookstore-for-the-ages
Shakespeare and Company, and the leafy
refuge of the Luxembourg Gardens.

REAL HOUSES OF BEVERLY HILLS California

Designer Marcello Pozzi collaborated with California architect Ray Kappe to create five modern four-storey residences at
the 143-room Mr. C Beverly Hills hotel. The result: sleek Italian finishes (limestone countertops) paired with a West Coast
aesthetic (clean lines and outdoor living spaces). One special touch in 1255 Edris Drive and two others: a hidden wine bar on
the first storey.
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ALPINE ADDRESS Aspen

Cuvée’s four-bedroom One Aspen Chalet comes with ski movie views in winter months, a
fireplace and pool table, and outdoor dining spaces for bluebird days. A concierge dials in the
privileges by landing hard-to-get restaurant reservations, hand-delivering lift tickets (for a
lift just a block a way), and hosting special events, such as an après-ski reception with craft
beer, hot toddies, and hors d’oeuvres.

MOUNTAIN
PADS

Chalet perks in Aspen and
(below) a chill scene in
Courchevel.

PEAK EXPERIENCE Vail

The 129-room Four Seasons Resort and Residences Vail’s 20 private residences combine the romance of lodge living with the amenities of a top-tier
resort – all with views of the surrounding mountains.

Villa Voice

A HOTELIER’S COURCHEVEL PICKS
Exclusive perks for
Chalet Ormello guests?
A Celine couture purse,
exclusive ski jacket from
Fusalp, and a VIP gift at
every turndown service.



JEAN-PIERRE LERALLU,
General manager
Chalet Ormello,
Airelles Courchevel, France

Favourite winter moment? The first-tracks
experience. Thanks to
our concierge team, you



can be taken up to the
summit before the official
opening of the lifts and be
the very first to go down
the slopes.

slopes? La Mer Spa at Les
Airelles, high-end shopping in town, a helicopter
trip over Mont Blanc.



 Must-try

Savoyard
cuisine? Truffle fondue.



Airelles Courchevel’s
Chalet Ormello is a ninebedroom residence.

One word that describes Courchevel’s
snow? Pristine.
Activities off the
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VINE
LIFE

Villa Voice

A NAPA HOTELIER’S TIPS

SILESHI MENGISTE,
managing director
The Villa at The Estate,
Yountville, California
Best way to start the day at the
villa? A chef-prepared breakfast on the
deck of your private pool.



UNDER THE TUSCAN SUN Italy

Borgo Finocchieto, a medieval farm town
in Tuscany, makes an epic setting for a
milestone celebration. About 26 kilometres
south of Siena, the Borgo’s stone buildings
centre around a piazza and look out on hills
that have remained nearly unchanged for
centuries. The manor house, former barn
and chapel, and other buildings (comprising
five villas with 22 bedrooms and suites) have
been restored by local artisans and decorated with finds from nearby antiques markets.
Shared spaces include a formal dining room
and terrace, living room with a grand piano,
and winetasting room. There’s also a professional teaching kitchen, an 18-metre swimming pool, a fully loaded gym, and some 200
wineries within 25 kilometres.

What pairing captures the spirit of
Yountville? Thomas Keller’s famous
fried chicken with a rosé of pinot noir.



Must-try restaurant within walking
distance? Perry Lang’s steakhouse,
serving vintage-style cocktails and cuts
of beef aged for up to 120 days.



Part of the 113-room Hotel Villagio, The
Villa at The Estate is a private five-bedroom, 610-square-metre home.

Wine time: Borgo Finocchieto and (right) La Provençale Vineyard Villa.
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FRUIT-FORWARD South Africa

Tucked amid grapevines and olive trees
on the 325-year-old, seven-room Grande
Provence Heritage Wine Estate in South
Africa’s Franschhoek Valley, La Provençale
Vineyard Villa is a sun-kissed, two-bedroom
portal to the finer things in life, starting with
the estate’s own destination winery, gourmet
restaurant, and art gallery.

IN THE
CLUB

DOLCE VITA California

The villa experience at the 332room Resort at Pelican Hill
begins before visitors set foot in
what feels very much like an Italian seaside village, transported
to a hilltop overlooking Newport
Beach and the Pacific Ocean.
The villa concierge and butler
prestock the fully equipped
kitchen with visitors’ favourite
snacks and staples, make reservations for spa treatments, book
tee times or surfing lessons, and
set up a private dinner or pastamaking class. Guests of the 128
villas can dive straight into the
fun stuff, including two 18-hole
golf courses and five restaurants.

Finca Cortesin’s villa
and (above) life in balance at Pelican Hill.

MEDITERRANEAN MINDSET

Spain
Scrupulously positioned for
privacy and views on a 215-hectare estate, each two-, four-, and
five-bedroom villa (new last year)
of the 67-suite Finca Cortesin on
the coast of southern Spain has its
own garden, pool, and dedicated
concierge team. There’s also an
18-hole championship golf course
and exclusive beach club.

Villa Voice

A CONCIERGE’S BAHAMAS ESSENTIALS
The perfect start to
a day at Albany? A cup
of coffee and the almond
croissant at French patisserie Bisou Bisous at the
marina.



SASHA CAREY,
Concierge manager
Albany, New Providence Island,
Bahamas

Don’t-miss cocktail?
Aviva’s colour-changing
Tonic 21, featuring Empress 1908 gin, rosemary,
and thyme.



While the pandemic
has everyone’s atten

tion of late, the Bahamas
is also recovering from
hurricane damage. What
should travellers know?
The Bahamas is made
up of 700 islands and
2,400 cays, and when
Hurricane Dorian hit last
September, it largely
impacted Grand Bahama
and Abaco. While those
islands have a long road
ahead, the rest of the
country looks forward to
welcoming travellers.

The Albany’s owners
created the One Bahamas
Fund and pledged $8.7
million in matching funds
towards relief and rebuilding efforts.
Albany, an oceanside
resort community on New
Providence island, has 90
single-family residences
that range from homes on
the golf course to three- to
six-bedroom private villas
in a variety of settings.
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SAFARI
IN STYLE

LUSH LIFE

Tanzania
Classic opulence (wood-burning fireplaces in the bathrooms, for instance)
defines the family-friendly, three-bedroom Stable Cottage at Elewana The
Manor at Ngorongoro, a 19-room safari
lodge on a lush coffee estate adjacent to
Tanzania’s wildlife-rich Ngorongoro
Crater. Best over-the-top moment: a
formal lunch served on the crater floor,
followed by a postprandial chill in a
carpeted pillow lounge.

A villa at One&Only
Nyungwe House.
Out for a ride at
Elewana The Manor
at Ngorongoro.

Villa Voice

A SAFARI LODGE GM’S MUST-DOS

ANDREW ROSETTENSTEIN,
General manager
Singita Sabi Sand, Sabi Sands
Game Reserve, South Africa
What makes Sabi Sands special? There are no fences
between Kruger National Park and Sabi Sands Game
Reserve, so wildlife roams freely in the huge natural
environment.



Bragging rights? It’s well known for having the highest
density of leopards of any protected area surveyed in
South Africa.



Best place to be at sunset?
Pios Crossing, looking north up the Sand River towards the
Drakensberg mountain range. You’ll have noisy hippo pods,
crocodiles, goliath herons, and glorious fig trees.



Singita Sabi Sand is a 25-unit, privately owned concession in
the Sabi Sands Game Reserve, adjacent to Kruger National
Park. Singita Castleton (six two-person cottages) and Singita
Ebony Villa (two adjoining suites) are available for exclusiveuse stays
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RARE FORM Rwanda

Chimpanzees carom through the protected jungle that borders One&Only
Nyungwe House, in the misty mountains of Rwanda’s Western Province.
Spy members of East Africa’s last
intact populations on a guided trek of
Nyungwe National Park during a stay
at the resort. The nine wooden villas in
a tea plantation are decorated with local artwork and textiles, and designed
to capture lush vistas. Engage with and
support the communities around the
park: Visit Banda Village to meet local
craftspeople and participate in umuganda, the practice of monthly community service, such as planting trees and
building schools.

FAMILY ADVENTURE

The kids club at Eden Roc Cap
Cana and (below) family time
at Belmond La Samanna.

Dominican Republic
A family holiday needs two key elements: space for meaningful downtime and activities to ward off the
dreaded “I’m bored.” Line up both
with a private villa at Eden Roc Cap
Cana, a 65-room beachfront resort and
residential community at the Dominican Republic’s eastern tip. For the
children, there are floating hammocks,
adventure tent camping, and kayaking
in a kid-friendly lagoon. Adults get a
Jack Nicklaus golf course, fresh seafood at Mediterraneo restaurant, and
a 12-treatment-room spa. Three- and
four-bedroom villas (and, debuting
next year, a six-bedroom oceanfront
bungalow) each sport a private pool, a
24/7 butler, and chef service.

BRING
THE KIDS

TREASURE ISLAND

Saint-Martin
Sprawl out with the whole family
in a beachfront villa at 83-room
Belmond La Samanna on SaintMartin, home to a sandcastle-ready
beach, gecko-friendly gardens, and
an infinity pool. The floor-to-ceiling
windows, wraparound terraces, and
spacious kitchens make mealtimes
easy – and access to the resort’s tennis courts, fitness pavilion,
spa, and four restaurants round out
the experience.

Villa Voice

A HOTEL OWNER’S GREEK FAVOURITES

TINI KADIANAKIS,
Second-generation owner
Elounda Gulf Villas,
Crete, Greece



Don’t-miss experience? Greek cooking
lessons are a must for the
whole family.

ming at the private beach
club, and all the little surprises the team gives them
throughout their stay.

Mediterranean Sea. At
325 square metres, it’s
a sensational retreat for
family and friends.

What do kids love most
about Elounda?
Jumping in and out of the
villas’ private pools, swim-



Favourite villa? The
Royal Spa Pool Villa, with
exceptional privacy and
sweeping views over the

The 33-room estate is
home to a collection of
two- and three-bedroom
pool villas.
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Souvenir

MARRAKECH
SAFFRON-SCENTED
IMPRESSIONS FROM
THE OCHRE CITY.

Linen coaster and personalised stationery
from Royal Mansour;
tagine from a shop in
the Marrakech medina;
and Moroccan dried
rose petals, saffron,
and olive oil.

TIP: Saffron, the world’s most expensive spice (around $14 to $18 per gram), comes from the saffron crocus flower – which blooms just one week each year. How to know if you’re getting the real
thing: Strands should smell faintly sweet, but taste bitter.
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Tagine is the crowd-pleaser
of traditional Moroccan cuisine – couscous, vegetables,
olive oil, and other ingredients steamed with chunks of
long-simmered lamb spiced
with ras el hanout. This warm,
pungent spice incorporates
ingredients such as cinnamon, paprika, cardamom, and
– for extra flair – dried rose
petals and saffron. At the
53-riad Royal Mansour hotel,
where I stayed during my visit
(see page 20), the tagine was
a highlight. Inside, hand-laid
zellige mosaic tiles decorate
the walls, and, in the evening, fireplaces crackle with
fragrant olive wood. One of
my favourite touches: in my
riad’s garden-facing alcove,
a writing desk with personalised debossed stationery.
– Samantha Falewée,
assistant editor

Life is short.

AREN’T YOU GLAD YOU HAVE
A VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR?

Carvoeiro, Algarve, Portugal

Your time matters and you deserve the best. From weekend getaways to longer
itineraries, thank you for entrusting us with your travel dreams.

If you do not currently work with a travel advisor, it’s easy
to find the one who’s right for you at virtuoso.com.
The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

The World’s Most Trusted Travel Resource
Virtuoso puts a premium on personalised travel. Virtuoso travel
advisors – the world’s most experienced travel planners – customise
trips to make every experience exceptional, with insider access,
extras and perks, hotel credits, complimentary room upgrades, and
more. Find one who’s right for you at virtuoso.com.

THE WORLD’S FINEST TRAVEL AGENCIES AND ADVISORS ARE VIRTUOSO.

